ABSTRACT An adaptive array design is proposed for hybrid beamforming in millimeter-wave (mmWave) communications in the context of cloud radio access networks (C-RAN). More explicitly, the adaptive design focuses on the physical layer aspect of C-RAN. The adaptation is performed at two levels, depending on whether the channel is of line-of-sight (LOS) or non-line-of-sight (NLOS) nature. First, the antenna array architecture can be adapted between a fully connected and a sub-array-connected architecture. Then, the employment of a digital precoder in the baseband is decided based on both the channel conditions and the architecture employed. We show that the proposed adaptive design performs better than the fully connected and sub-array-connected constituent designs, when the channel varies between LOS and NLOS scenarios. Then, we extend our proposed adaptive design to mmWave communications in the context of C-RAN, where we propose an adaptive virtual cell formation algorithm, where a user can be connected to one or two remote radio heads, depending on the channel conditions. INDEX TERMS Millimeter wave, hybrid beamforming, MIMO, adaptive arrays, C-RAN, virtual cells.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent studies show that there is an increasing demand for high data rates among the mobile users [1] , hence harnessing the large bandwidth available at mmWave frequencies becomes a promising solution [2] . However, mmWave frequencies suffer from high propagation losses due to oxygen absorption, water vapor and foliage, which results in a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver. Thus, to compensate for the propagation losses, typically directional transmissions are invoked, where the signal is steered in the desired direction by beamforming [3] . Conventionally, beamforming is performed in two ways: analog beamforming and digital beamforming. In analog beamforming, the signal is steered using phase shifters, whose disadvantage is that the angular resolution of the phase shifters is inaccurate. This inaccuracy is avoided in the case of digital beamforming, where the signals are steered digitally, but this requires dedicated digital-to-analog (DAC) and analog-to-digital (ADC) converters for each antenna. This imposes a high hardware complexity and power consumption at mmWave frequencies, since the number of antenna elements (AEs) can be on the order of a few hundred. Therefore, a hybrid beamforming based system is conceived, where analog beamforming is carried out in the RF stage, while digital beamforming is invoked at the baseband. The advantage of this hybrid design over the conventional analog or digital methods is that it provides similar performance at a reduced complexity, while the limitations of the analog beamforming are corrected by the digital beamforming [4] .
On the other hand, to support the end-users' ever-growing need and to provide better energy efficiency, C-RAN is expected to play a major role in 5G. The main idea of C-RAN is to split the base stations into low power and low complexity remote radio heads (RRHs) coordinated by a central unit (CU) located at the central office (CO) [5] as shown in Fig. 1 . This relies on using fronthaul links that connect the RRHs to the CU, with the aid of diverse transmission media that includes fiber-optic cable, digital subscriber lines (DSL), or wireless mmWave channels, as shown in Fig. 1 . In C-RAN, the centralized/joint signal processing of RRHs is carried out at the CO by the CU, which makes the architecture both cost-effective and energy-efficient [5] . This makes the C-RAN an attractive choice for network densification [6] .
Combining the idea of hybrid beamforming system for mmWave in the physical (PHY) layer of C-RAN can provide many benefits in terms of cost and capacity by harnessing the large bandwidth at mmWave frequencies. Traditionally, in mmWave, different hybrid beamforming designs have been described in [7] , namely fully-connected design and array of sub-array-connected design (ASA). In the fully-connected design, the phase shifters of each RF chain are connected to all antennas, while in the ASA design, the phase shifters of each RF chain are connected to only a subset of antennas. Since the number of phase shifters employed in the ASA is lower than those employed in the fully-connected design, it is more power efficient [8] . Furthermore, the distributed nature of C-RAN can be seen as an extension of the ASA, i.e. when only one RRH is used, it is analogous to fully-connected design, and when more than one RRH is used, it is analogous to the ASA design, where each sub-array maybe fully-connected.
In the literature, different adaptive system designs were conceived. Yilmaz et al. [9] advocated a spatially reconfigurable adaptive array, while Song et al. [10] proposed an adaptive beam alignment for dual-polarized MIMO systems. The so-called Doppler resilient adaptive angle-of-arrival estimation and beamforming algorithms were discussed in [11] and adaptive compressed sensing based channel estimation was advocated by Alkhateeb et al. [12] . El-Hajjar et al. [13] proposed a near-instantaneous adaptive scheme subject to rapidly-fluctuating time-variant channels.
On the other hand, for PHY layer design of C-RAN, when a large number of RRHs is deployed, the selection of RRH or user would be of salient importance considering the increased circuit power consumption of the RRHs. Hence, to enhance the quality-of-service while keeping the design more energy-efficient, the work in [14] - [16] focuses on joint RRH selection and beamforming vector optimization relying on mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP). More recently, Pan et al. [17] proposed a joint precoding and RRH selection to minimize the network power consumption, where both the RRHs and users have multiple antennas and each user is served by its nearby RRHs. we consider the maximum number of users that can be supported by the fronthaul link. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the system model of our adaptive design, while Section III presents the adaptive array design conceived in this paper, followed by our numerical results. In Section IV, an adaptive virtual cell formation is proposed for C-RAN in mmWave communications as an extension of the adaptive array discussed in Section III. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section V.
Notations: We use upper case boldface, A, for matrices and lower case boldface, a, for vectors. We use T , H for transpose, Hermitian transpose, respectively, while E denotes the expectation operation. Finally, we use CN , U, and i.i.d. to denote complex-valued normal distribution, uniform distribution, and independent and identical distribution, respectively. 1 1 The research data of this paper is available at doi:10.5258/SOTON/D0306. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we first commence by introducing the toplevel view of network followed by the physical layer system design. In the considered network, N RRHs are connected to the CU through fronthaul interface and each RRH communicate with a user through wireless mmWave channel. Furthermore, each RRH is equipped with an antenna array to exploit beamforming gain owing to high propagation losses in mmWave channel. Additionally, each user can be connected to one or multiple RRHs to harness beamforming and diversity gains. Thus, a virtual cell with one or multiple RRH(s) is formed. Moreover, the architecture of each RRH can be fully-connected with its AEs [18] , or can be a 2-sub-arrayconnected design with another RRH, which is described below by considering each design explicitly [19] .
In the fully-connected design of Fig. 2 , the antenna array is constructed by λ/2 spaced AEs, which are used for attaining beamforming gain required for compensating for the propagation losses. In this configuration, digital linear processing is performed using a TPC matrix F BB in the baseband, followed by upconverting the signal to the carrier frequency as shown in Fig. 2 . The upconverted signals are then phase-shifted using a beamformer matrix F RF in the RF for directional transmission from the antennas. In this design, the phase shifters of all RF chains are connected to all the transmit antennas.
On the other hand, in the sub-array-connected design of Fig. 3 , similar to the fully-connected design, the signals are digitally pre-processed using a TPC matrix F BB in the baseband and then phase-shifted by employing a beamformer matrix F RF in the RF for directional transmission. However, in contrast to the fully-connected design, the phase shifters are connected only to a subset of transmit antennas, which makes it both cost and energy efficient, since the number of phase shifters required per RF chain is smaller. Furthermore, we also note that the sub-arrays are closely spaced, typically at half-wavelength, and hence the channel of each subarray will be correlated with that of the adjacent sub-array. By contrast, in the improved sub-array-connected design [18] of Fig. 4 (a) , the antenna array is partitioned into sub-arrays, where each sub-array is spatially separated by a sufficiently large distance d, so that they experience independent fading. The advantage of partitioning the antenna array is that a beneficial diversity gain is obtained in addition to the beamforming gain. However, the additional diversity gain is obtained at the cost of a beamforming gain reduction due to splitting the array. Nevertheless, we have shown in [18] that the diversity gain obtained by partitioning exceeds the the beamforming gain reduction for our 2-sub-array-connected design shown in Fig. 4 (b) and hence the 2-sub-array-connected design achieves a better performance than the fully-connected design in terms of its rate for semi-correlated channels. Furthermore, we have also shown in [18] that further partitioning into more than 2-sub-arrays would degrade the performance. Hence, in this paper, we consider the 2-sub-array-connected architecture as one of the constituent components for the adaptation. We note that each sub-array in the 2-sub-array-connected design may be fully-connected, as shown in Fig. 4 (b) . In other words, each sub-array in Fig. 4 (a) may have multiple RF chains to form a fully-connected design within the subarray, as shown in Fig. 4(b) .
Let us now consider a generic single-user mmWave hybrid MIMO system (fully-connected/sub-array-connected), where the transmitter is equipped with N t antennas and the receiver with N r antennas. Then the received signal vector after RF and baseband combining is given by
where H is the statistical channel model expressed as [20] :
The transmitter is equipped with N RF t chains and the receiver with N RF r chains, where F RF 2 is the RF beamformer matrix of size N t × N RF t , F BB is the baseband TPC matrix of size in a NLOS channel, while we have α = 1 in a LOS channel, where n c = 1, and n ray = 1. For a uniform linear array (ULA) with N r and N t AEs, the response vectors a r and a t are expressed as:
where φ r and φ t are the angle of arrival and angle of departures, respectively. Finally, N c and N ray are the number of channel impulse response (CIR) clusters and rays, respectively. Although a ULA is assumed in the paper, a uniform planar array (UPA) can also be adopted. For a UPA in the yz plane with W and H elements on the y and z axes respectively, the array response vector is given by:
where φ, θ denote the azimuthal and elevation angles, respectively. In hybrid beamforming transmission, the signals are linearly precoded in the baseband, which is termed as transmit digital precoding (TPC), followed by analog RF beamforming, which is carried out in the RF stage, where the beamformer weights are designed for ensuring that the signal is steered in the direction of the desired user. This is explicitly captured in (1), where F RF and W RF are used for analog beamforming in the RF stage, while F BB and W BB are used for mitigating the inter-stream interference in the baseband.
Given this system model, the achievable rate in bits per second per Hertz (bps/Hz) before combining at the receiver is given by:
where P and N • are the signal and noise powers, respectively.
In the next section, we discuss the adaptive system design using the aforementioned architectures.
III. ADAPTIVE SYSTEM DESIGN
The proposed system can be adapted at two levels. The first level of the adaptation focuses on transmitter hybrid architecture design which is based on whether the channel is of LOS or NLOS nature, and the second level of the adaptation is based on the hybrid precoding employed.
The LOS channels exhibit a single dominant path, hence they have a single degree of freedom for signal transmission. Thus, the channel is devoid of any multiplexing/diversity gains that can be obtained at the transmitter/receiver.
On the other hand, the NLOS channels offer multiple degrees of freedom due to the rich scattering environment. As a benefit in NLOS channel conditions, the transmitter can achieve multiplexing/diversity gains.
In this paper, the adaptation is discussed at two levels: one in array design, and the other in hybrid precoding. In the first level of adaptation, we switch between the two array designs, namely fully-connected and 2-sub-array-connected. The rationale for choosing only these two designs is that fully-connected design provides full BF gain, while the 2-sub-array-connected design provides both diversity and BF gains. We have shown in [18] that having more than 2-subarray-connected design degrades the performance in terms of achievable rate, because of the diminishing returns of the diversity gain, which hardly compensates for the reduction in the BF gain caused by splitting the antenna array. Therefore, we have decided to adapt between these two specific architectures.
A. FIRST LEVEL OF ADAPTATION
The first level of adaptation is between the two choices of fully-connected and 2-sub-array-connected designs. Fig. 5 shows the adaptive array design equipped with VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 5. Adaptive array design, where switches A and C are activated to employ the fully-connected array in LOS channel conditions, while only switch B is activated to employ the 2-sub-array-connected array in NLOS channel conditions so as to attain both diversity and BF gains.
switches A, B and C in order to facilitate both fully-connected and 2-sub-array-connected designs. It is instructive to note that although the transmitter in Fig. 5 is equipped with 3N t /2 AEs to facilitate both designs, only N t AEs are used at any given time. In other words, the design of Fig. 5 is an amalgamation of both Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 . Therefore, to employ the fully-connected design, switches A and C are activated to form a full antenna array having N t AEs. By contrast, only switch B is activated to employ the 2-sub-array-connected design, where the top sub-array associated with N t /2 AEs and the bottom sub-array with N t /2 AEs are the constituent components of the design. More explicitly, to activate the fully-connected design, switches A and C are turned on while switch B is off. On the other hand, to activate the 2-sub-arrayconnected design, switch B is turned on while switches A and C are off.
To illustrate Fig. 5 in detail, let us consider an example, where the channel is of NLOS nature. In this setting, it was shown in [18] that having a 2-sub-array-connected design would provide better performance in terms of the achievable rate, because this design is capable of exploiting the diversity gain of the spatial degrees of freedom available from the channel as well as the BF gain of N t /2 derived from the antenna array within the sub-array. This is achieved in Fig. 5 by activating switch B only, where the transmitter now behaves as a 2-sub-array-connected scheme with N t /2 AEs in each sub-array. By contrast, when the channel is of LOS in nature, there is only an angular degree of freedom, since the signal arriving from the sub-arrays impinge at the receiver at different angles of arrival, which is deprived of the additional spatial diversity gain obtained in NLOS channel conditions. Hence, we employ the fully-connected design, where we aim for achieving the full BF gain of N t . This is achieved in Fig. 5 by activating the switches A and C while turning the switch B off. Therefore, upon determining the channel conditions relying on Kurtosis-based LOS/NLOS identification method of [21] , the receiver relays the information concerning the LOS/NLOS flag to the transmitter, which in turn then adapts to the array design according to the channel conditions. It is instructive to note that this adaptive design finds applications where the users are distributed in a way that some of them experience LOS and others NLOS channel. The transmitter adapts its array accordingly to improve the throughput of the LOS/NLOS users, as it will be shown later in Fig. 8 .
B. SECOND LEVEL OF ADAPTATION
The second level of adaptation is employed in the hybrid precoding. In LOS channels, using analog beamforming at the RF stage is sufficient to capture the dominant LOS paths, as it will be shown in Fig. 7 and any digital precoder in the baseband would be redundant, since no multiplexing gain can be achieved in LOS channels. Hence, when the array is fully-connected in LOS channels, only analog beamforming is employed and the baseband TPC is chosen as the identity matrix, where virtually no signal processing is carried out.
By contrast, when the 2-sub-array-connected array is used in NLOS channels, employing analog RF beamforming and baseband precoding is preferred, as it will be shown in Fig. 6 . This is because the NLOS channel provides multiplexing/diversity gains, which analog beamforming alone fails to capture effectively owing to the limitations of the analog phase shifters. Hence, baseband precoding is applied in addition to the analog RF beamforming to achieve the multiplexing/diversity gains in NLOS channels.
To characterize the performance of the constituent array designs in hybrid beamforming, we employ the following hybrid precoding 3 1) DFT-MUB: In this configuration, we employ a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) aided beamformer for analog RF beamforming (ABF) [18] , [19] , where the beamformer weights are chosen from the DFT matrix. More explicitly, the columns of the ABF matrix F RF are chosen from the DFT matrix which exhibit maximum correlation with the right singular vectors of the channel matrix H, and the columns of the ABF matrix W RF are chosen from the DFT matrix which exhibit maximum correlation with the left singular vectors of the channel matrix H. On the other hand, the digital TPC matrix F BB is chosen from a codebook constructed from the mutually unbiased bases (MUB). More explicitly, the specific TPC matrix is selected from the codebook which maximize the minimum SNR of the effective channel matrix H eff = W H RF HF RF . A more detailed mathematical analysis is presented in [18] and [19] . The digital combiner matrix W BB is chosen as the linear minimum mean squared error (LMMSE) solution.
2) DFT-Identity: Similar to the DFT-MUB hybrid precoding, we employ DFT assisted beamforming in the RF stage for both ABF matrices. However, for the baseband digital TPC an identity matrix is selected, where the first N s columns of the identity matrix are chosen as the TPC weights. In other words, in this scenario there is virtually no digital processing of the signals in the baseband. We will first analyze all the possible combinations of the array design with the aforementioned beamforming methods both in LOS and NLOS channel conditions. All the combinations of the array designs, the hybrid precoding and channel conditions are summarized in Table 1 .
The performance and achievable rate of all the combinations are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for NLOS and LOS channels, respectively. The system configuration and parameters, 3 Note that any hybrid precoder combination that performs efficiently can be employed. such as the number of antennas, number of RF chains and modulation scheme are shown in Table 2 . Fig. 6 shows the achievable rate of a 64 × 16 MIMO in NLOS channel, when the DFT-MUB and DFT-Identity schemes are employed for the fully-connected as well as for the 2-sub-array-connected architectures. Fig. 6 shows that for both fully-connected and 2-sub-array-connected designs, the DFT-MUB outperforms the DFT-Identity based TPC in NLOS channel. This is because in NLOS conditions, where the channel is rich in spatial diversity, the ABF in the RF stage fails to capture some of the spatial degrees of freedom, while the TPC can efficiently capture them. Furthermore, the 2-sub-array-connected design provides a better achievable rate than the fully-connected by a gain of around 1 dB in NLOS channels. This is due to the additional spatial diversity gain obtained from the spatially separated subarrays, which exceeds the loss in the beamforming gain [18] . Fig. 7 shows the achievable rate of a 64×16 MIMO in LOS channel condition when the DFT-MUB and DFT-Identity are employed for the two hybrid precoding architectures. It is seen in Fig. 6 that for both the fully-connected and 2-subarray-connected designs, the achievable rate of DFT-MUB is similar to that of the DFT-Identity. This is because the ABF used in the RF stage can efficiently exploit the dominant path. Hence, employing TPC does not give any added advantage. Therefore, any digital processing in the baseband is redundant in LOS channels. Furthermore, it is also seen in Fig. 7 that in LOS channels, the fully-connected design is capable of providing a better rate than the 2-sub-array-connected design by about 2.5 dB gain. This is because we have no spatial diversity in LOS channels and thus it is more profitable to employ full-beamforming than partitioning the array into sub-arrays.
Based on the results shown in Fig. 6 and 7 , of all the combinations listed in Table 2 , our adaptive design is configured to be fully-connected employing only ABF in LOS channels, and 2-sub-array-connected employing both ABF and TPC in NLOS channel conditions. In other words, in the scenario where the channel is of LOS nature, we employ carefully designed weights for ABF and choose the weights for the baseband TPC from an identity matrix. This is because the ABF alone captures the dominant LOS path. Hence, further digital processing of the signals using a TPC does not benefit us with any performance gain. Then, in the scenario where the channel is NLOS nature, we employ ABF-TPC, since the TPC is capable of capturing the degrees of freedom more efficiently. Table 3 shows the adaptation of the array design based on the channel conditions. Thus, to leverage the diversity and beamforming gains accordingly to the channel conditions, the receiver determines the channel conditions relying on the Kurtosis-based LOS/NLOS identification method of [21] and feeds back the information flag to the transmitter over the feedback channel. Upon receiving this information, the transmitter adapts its array design and hybrid precoding accordingly.
C. ADAPTIVE SYSTEM RESULTS
Here we present simulation results for characterizing the performance of the fully-connected design, of the 2-sub-array connected design and of the adaptive design in both LOS and NLOS channels, where channel switches from LOS to NLOS with a probability of 0.5. We performed Monte Carlo simulations for analyzing the performance of the designs, when the ABF-TPC and ABF-Identity schemes are employed using the capacity equation in (5) . The system configuration and parameters, such as the number of antennas, number of RF chains and modulation schemes are shown in Table 2 . Fig. 8 shows the achievable rate of a 64×16 MIMO relying on the adaptive design, where the array switches to fullyconnected relying on ABF-Identity precoding in LOS and to 2-sub-array-connected relying on ABF-TPC in NLOS conditions. The plot in Fig. 8 shows the achievable rate and performance benefits of adaptive design, of fully-connected design in all channel conditions, and of 2-sub-array-connected in all channel conditions, where the random channel label refers to either LOS/NLOS. It is seen in Fig. 8 that the adaptive design achieves 1.5 dB gain against the fully-connected design and about 2 dB gain against the 2-sub-array-connected design, when the channel varies between LOS and NLOS.
In the next section, we discuss the aforementioned adaptive design in the context of C-RAN. We extend this analysis in the context of C-RAN, where a user can be connected to one RRH using fully-connected design or to two RRHs forming a 2-sub-array-connected design. The adaptation between these two design depends on the channel condition between the user and RRHs. A detailed explanation of the adaptive virtual cell formation in C-RAN is presented in the next section.
IV. VIRTUAL CELL FORMATION IN C-RAN
In this section, we utilize the adaptive array design for the physical layer design of C-RAN, where we assume that the total user load within the limited capacity of the fronthaul, in order to meet the finite capacity constraint imposed on the fronthaul [22] . Furthermore, the virtual cell formation here refers to the process where a mobile user connects to one or two RRH(s). As discussed in Sec. III, when the user is in the LOS channel condition, the transmitter employs fullyconnected design, while when the user in the NLOS channel condition, the transmitter employs 2-sub-array connected design. In this paper, we relate this to C-RAN, where one or two RRH(s) are used to form fully-connected or 2-sub-arrayconnected designs. The rationale for strictly limiting the user connections with two RRHs is because of the performance degradation in terms of achievable rate when more than two RRHs are used for the user association with the same transmit power. A more detailed mathematical analysis is provided in [18] . In the context of the proposed architectures, a single RRH can connect with a user using the fully-connected architecture as shown in Fig. 9 . In Fig. 9 (a) , the user equipment may connect to RRH1, RRH2, . . . , RRHN according to the specific design criteria to be described in the next paragraph. Observe that RRH1 has been selected as the preferred RRH, where a fully-connected architecture is employed. Additionally, it is possible that two RRHs can form a virtual subarray connected architecture as shown in Fig. 9 (b) . Explicitly, as shown in Fig. 9 (b) RRH1 is coordinated with RRH2 to form a 2-sub-array-connected with N t /2 AEs 4 in each RRH and forms a virtual cell with the UE as shown in Fig. 9 (b) with 2 bold lines from RRH1 and RRH2. More particularly, we propose a virtual cell formation algorithm for a single user, where the RRHs experience different channel conditions (LOS/NLOS), and the adaptive array design of the Sec. III is used while forming virtual cells. Then we extend our work to a multi-user environment, where the users are randomly distributed.
By acknowledging the challenges imposed on the fronthaul in C-RAN, such as its bandwidth, strict latency and jitter as well as the need for low cost transport network [23] , in our proposed design we consider the maximum user load that can be supported by the fronthaul link. This corresponds to the total user load within the finite capacity of the fronthaul. However, to alleviate the fronthaul constraints, more effective signal processing techniques can be invoked to optimize the spectral efficiency, energy efficiency and delay, as in [24] , [25] . Furthermore, to tackle the limited front-haul capacity under heavy data traffic, techniques relying on sophisticated signal quantization and compression can be employed [26] , [27] . Additionally, to deal with the dynamically fluctuating cell load and to enhance the C-RAN deployment, virtualization techniques such as software-defined-networking (SDN) [28] and network function virtualization (NFV) [29] can be used. Nevertheless, in this paper, we restrict our focus to PHY layer aspects of C-RAN. More particularly, we focus our attention on the virtual cell formation, where a mobile user can simultaneously connect to one or more than one RRH(s) [30] . Furthermore, in the case of multi-user scenarios, we consider the maximum number of users that can be supported in the fronthaul link.
It is instructive to note that, in our work, the digital TPC weight matrix F BB discussed in Sec. III will be carried out at the CU, while the ABF weight matrix F RF will be employed at the RRH, although the possible locations (RRH/CU) for computing the ABF and digital TPC matrices can be subsumed into four categories, which are: i) both ABF and TPC at the CU; ii) TPC at the CU and ABF at the RRH; iii) ABF at the CU and TPC at the RRH iv) both ABF and TPC at the RRH. However, in this paper, ABF is carried out at the RRH owing to the large overhead in relaying the channel matrix to the CU, especially in mmWave communications, since large antenna arrays would be employed. On the other hand, the digital TPC is designed relying on the effective channel matrix H eff as discussed in Sec. III. Hence, overhead in relaying the effective channel matrix from the RRH to the CU would be low. Furthermore, since the baseband digital TPC is a joint signal processing for both RRHs, computing the TPC at the CU is an attractive solution. 
A. SINGLE USER CELL FORMATION
Consider a single user that can be served by multiple RRHs, where the channel conditions between the user and each RRH can be classified as LOS and NLOS, as shown in Fig. 10 .
In Fig. 10 each RRH is equipped with N t AEs and the architecture of RRH can be either only fully-connected with N t AEs or 2-sub-array-connected using two RRHs with each RRH using N t /2 AEs, depending on the channel conditions. For the fully-connected design, all the N t AEs are activated, while in the 2-sub-array-connected design only N t /2 AEs are used in each RRH. It is instructive to note that N t AEs can be employed for achieving better performance at the expense of a higher energy consumption. The algorithm of single user virtual cell formation is given in Algorithm 1 and the detailed exposition of the algorithm is presented below.
To better understand this, let us consider a scenario where there are N RRHs as shown in Fig. 9 . In this setting, first the CU categorizes the RRHs into LOS and NLOS groups, where the LOS group has A RRHs, whilst the NLOS group has B RRHs. Then the SNRs associated with the links in both LOS and NLOS groups are calculated for the user. If there are A>0 RRHs, select the specific RRH in LOS group having the highest SNR, say SNR L 1 , while selecting the two successive highest SNRs in NLOS, say SNR NL 1 , SNR NL 2 . Now the user can form a virtual cell with any of the three RRHs using a fully-connected architecture, or with two of the three RRHs using the 2-sub-array-connected architecture. Then we perform SNR comparison between the two links having the highest SNRs, i.e. SNR NL 1 and SNR L 1 . Then we compare (SNR NL 1 -SNR L 1 ) to a predefined threshold T dB, which is calculated from Fig. 8 . It is seen in Fig. 8 that the fully-connected design in LOS outperforms all other designs, in particular 2-sub-array-connected design by about 5 dB gain. Thus, in our case, T is set to 5 dB. So if (SNR NL 1 -SNR L 1 ) ≤ 5, the virtual cell with RRH associated with the link SNR L 1 is formed. Otherwise, the CU computes the capacities of all the possible links, which are: (i) virtual cell capacity associated with SNR NL 1 using the fully-connected architecture; (ii) the virtual cell capacity associated with SNR L 1 using the fully-connected architecture; (iii) virtual cell capacity associated with SNR NL 1 and SNR L 1 forming the 2-sub-array-connected architecture using only N t /2 AEs Form virtual cell with link that has highest capacity, i.e. max{C 1 , C 2 } 22: end if on each RRH; (iv) the virtual cell capacity associated with SNR NL 1 and SNR NL 2 forming 2-sub-array-connected architecture. After computing the capacities of all four cases, the CU forms the virtual cell with the link that has the highest capacity.
However, if there are no LOS groups, then the possible number of cases reduces to two, which are: (i) virtual cell capacity associated with SNR NL 1 using fully-connected architecture; (ii) virtual cell capacity associated with SNR NL 1 and SNR NL 2 forming the 2-sub-array-connected architecture. The CU then selects the link that has highest capacity.
For further understanding of the algorithm, let us consider the example shown in Fig. 9 , where the channel between RRH1 and UE is NLOS and the channel between RRH2 and UE is LOS, and the channel between RRH3 and UE is NLOS. Furthermore, the SNR of RRH1>RRH2 and RRH3, and RRH2 is the highest SNR among all RRHs in LOS. In this setting, the possible cases for virtual cell formation are:
(i) cell with RRH1 serving UE with only fully-connected design as shown in Fig. 9 , where RRH1 is connected to UE with N t AEs; (ii) cell with RRH2 serving UE with only fully-connected design, where RRH2 is connected to UE with N t AEs; (iii) cell with both RRH1 and RRH2 serving UE using the 2-sub-array-connected design as shown in Fig. 9 (b) , where N t /2 AEs are activated in each RRH; (iv) cell with both RRH1 and RRH3 serving UE using 2-sub-array-connected design with N t /2 AEs activated in each RRH. From these possible cases, it is natural to associate UE with RRH1 using only the fully-connected design, regardless of LOS/NLOS owing to its higher SNR than with RRH2, or to form the 2-sub-array-connected design with RRH2 and RRH1 owing to NLOS conditions of RRH1 for diversity gains. However, it is seen in Fig. 6 , that in NLOS conditions, the fully-connected design is inferior to the 2-sub-arrayconnected design. Furthermore, it is seen in Fig. 8 that the array with fully-connected design in LOS channel conditions outperforms the 2-sub-array-connected design by about 5 dB. This significant gain makes the problem interesting. In other words, although the link between RRH1 and UE, which is NLOS, has higher SNR than the SNR of the link between RRH2 and UE, which is LOS, associating UE to RRH2 achieves high rates as long as the gap between the SNRs is less than 5 dB. Furthermore, when the channel conditions in the link between RRH1 and UE as well as in the link between RRH2 and UE are NLOS, the possible cases for virtual cell formation are: (i) cell with RRH that has higher SNR to UE using fully-connected design or; (ii) cell with UE and collective RRHs to form the 2-sub-array-connected design. The CU computes capacities of all possible links and selects the link with the highest capacity.
On other hand, when the channel conditions in the links RRH1, RRH2 and RRH3 are LOS, the virtual cell associated with RRH that has a higher SNR is formed using the fully-connected design with N t AEs. Thus, the adaptation between the architectures takes place according to the channel conditions and achievable rate. Table 4 shows the summary of virtual cell formation of a single-user system of algorithm 1.
B. MULTI-USER CELL FORMATION
In this section, we discuss a multi-user scenario, where the users are randomly distributed and the channel between the RRHs and users can be either LOS or NLOS. Furthermore, each user can be associated with multiple RRHs either in LOS or NLOS and each RRH can be associated with multiple users, unlike in the single user case. However, as in the single user case, in the multi-user scenario, the CU computes the capacity of the links associated with the first two highest SNRs in both LOS and NLOS for each user and then forms the virtual cell for that user using the link which gives the highest capacity. This is repeated for all the users as shown in algorithm 2. It is instructive to note that given the finite capacity constraints in the fronthaul, we consider the maximum user load that can be supported. In other words, we allow the maximum number of users to communicate depending on the fronthaul capacity. Furthermore, the digital TPC weight matrix F BB is applied at the CU, while the digitally precoded signals are phase shifted at the RRHs using F RF .
In a scenario, where two or more users having different channel conditions (LOS/NLOS) are associated with the same RRH, the transmitter activates fully-connected design with N t AEs so as to satisfy all the users. For better illustration, let us consider an example shown in Fig. 11 , where there are 2 RRHs as well as 2 users and let us consider the scenario where user 1 experiences LOS conditions associated with RRH1 and user 2 experiences NLOS propagation with both RRH1 and RRH2. In this setting, both RRHs will activate the fully-connected design. However, the RRH1 and the RRH2 transmit the signal to user 2 at half power. In other words, user 1 is served by RRH1 activating the fully-connected design to attain full BF gain, while user 2 is served both by RRH1 and RRH2, where each RRH uses fully-connected design and forms a 2-sub-array-connected design and each RRH transmits at half power. When combining the signal from the two RRHs, the receiver sees it as if it is transmitted from a transmitter associated with the 2-sub-array-connected design. Let us consider the example seen in Fig. 11 , where the RRH1 employs the ABF F 1 RF and the RRH2 employs F 2 RF , while the combined baseband digital TPC at the CU is F BB . Then the signal vector received at UE2 in the downlink before combining is given by y UE2 = H In this way, an RRH can serve multiple users. The multiuser cell formation technique is given in algorithm 2. The exposition of Algorithm 2 is as follows: consider an N user system, and for each user the classification of the possible cases for virtual cell formation is carried out, as detailed for a single user. Furthermore, if the RRH has more than one user for cell formation, i.e. if N RRH > 1, then the RRH activates the fully-connected design for supporting multiple users. Otherwise, the RRH serves the users as required by the single user. Repeat algorithm 1 4: end for 5: Let N RRH be the number of users associated with a particular RRH 6: if N RRH > 1 then 7: Form virtual cell with N t AEs as fully-connected architecture or forming a 2-sub-array-connected architecture with another RRH 8: else 9: Form virtual cell with the number of antennas required by the single user. 10 : end if
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an adaptive array design for hybrid beamforming in mmWave communications utilized in the context of virtual cell formation for PHY layer design of C-RAN. The adaption is performed at two levels depending on whether the channel is LOS or NLOS. The first level of adaptation takes place in the array design, while the second level of adaptation is employed in the hybrid precoding, where we demonstrated that the redundancy of the digital precoder in LOS channels. We showed using simulation results that the proposed adaptive design performs better than the fully-connected and sub-array-connected designs, when the channel varies between LOS and NLOS. Then we extended our proposed design to adaptive virtual cell formation for C-RAN systems in mmWave communications, where the channel between the RRH and the user equipment varies between LOS and NLOS.
